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RECENT EVENTS
Event
Investment and
Growth TSC: LargeScale Investment
Project Compliance
Processes

Details
Afzelia Environmental Consultants
provided insight, through a series
of case studies, into the impact
of environmental legislative
requirements on chemicals
manufacturers, which seek to
undertake greenfield or brownfield
development projects. Attendees
were also sensitised to the move
towards ‘One Environmental
System’.

Date

Venue

Event

Details

Date

Venue

03 Oct 2017

B&M Analysts
The House
Bellevue Campus
5 Bellevue Road
Kloof

Process Safety
Management (PSM)
for Executives
Workshop

Executives and safety managers
from DCC member firms attended
the workshop to understand
the importance of appropriate
PSM systems, and the severity of
accidents which may result from
under-investment in appropriate
systems and protocols. The key
takeaway message for attendees
was that for a process safety
framework to be successful,
senior management must use a
systematic approach, and ensure
that all relevant parties have been
consulted.

16 Nov 2017

Premier Hotel:
Pinetown
65 Kings Road
New Germany
Pinetown

23 Nov 2017

Premier Hotel:
Pinetown
65 Kings Road
New Germany
Pinetown

The DCC presented a post-event
analysis of the 2017 African
Chemicals Imbizo.
DCC Graduate Development Programme
Module 5: Quality

Learning outcomes for this
module included obtaining and
understanding of the development
of new quality standards and
the updating of current quality
standards; commissioning,
calibrating and maintaining
instrumentation; and product, raw
material and process testing.

16 Oct 2017

Premier Hotel:
Pinetown
65 Kings Road
New Germany
Pinetown

Investment and
Growth TSC:
Unlocking Export
Opportunities for
Local Manufacturers

Trade and Investment KwaZuluNatal (TIKZN) presented on the
support offered by their Export
Development and Promotion Unit.
Member firms were briefed about
TIKZN’s comprehensive list of
services to prospective and existing
exporters.

SHEQ Tour: Bidvest
Tank Terminals

The DCC undertook a SHEQ Tour to
the Bidvest Tank Terminals (BTT),
in Island View. Attendees received
a presentation on Bidvest Tank
Terminals’ SHEQ Strategy and the
process to develop and evaluate
progress on this Strategy. Attendees
then boarded a bus, and were taken
on a tour of the BTT site.

02 Nov 2017

Bidvest Tank
Terminals
Wharfside Road
Island View Durban

Operational
Excellence TSC:
Demand Driven
Planning Introductory
Workshop

The DCC welcomed executives
30 Nov 2017
and supply chain/procurement
professionals from member firms to
a two-hour introductory workshop
on the Demand Driven Material
Requirements Planning (DDMRP)
methodology. The overarching
objective of the workshop was for
firms to identify opportunities to
implement the DDMRP methodology
in their own operations.

Sun Chemicals Lean
Manufacturing
Programme
Celebration

Sun Chemical has identified that
they would like to foster a culture of
lean thinking and practices at their
workplace. With the support of the
DCC and consultant, Jan Visagie, Sun
Chemical embarked on an eightweek intensive lean manufacturing
programme. The programme ended
on 15 November, with a celebration
for participating employees. The
DCC presented the ‘graduates’ with
lapel badges to commemorate their
commitment to lean manufacturing.

15 Nov 2017

Sun Chemical
2 Baltex Avenue
Prospecton
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Premier Hotel: Pinetown
65 Kings Road
New Germany
Pinetown

Firms interested in becoming involved in the upcoming events or
wanting further information on any of the events listed above are
encouraged to contact the DCC facilitation team:
DCC@bmanalysts.com
031 764 6100
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The DCC’s Operational Excellence Programme seeks to support member firms in terms of compliance to safety, health and environmental requirements, through research and promoting
dialogues with members and stakeholders. The DCC’s Business Plan identifies compliance with
safety, health and environmental requirements as a priority for member firms, as they must be
able to comply with an increasingly complex set of requirements, in a cost-effective manner. In a
bid to educate members about the importance of Process Safety Management (PSM), and its role
in managing risks, the DCC hosted a workshop for executives on 16 November 2017, at the Premier Hotel Pinetown.
Rod Prior, a Professional Process Safety Engineer, and leader in the South African PSM field, was
invited to facilitate this workshop. Prior presented to delegates a variety of recent South African PSM-related incidents and stressed the extent of the four main costs associated with these
incidents, namely human consequences (off-site versus on-site); environmental consequences;
business/financial consequences; and investigation/legal consequences. He explained that the
indirect costs associated with incidents and accidents are far greater than the insured costs, citing the international benchmark figures that for every $1 of insured costs for an accident, indirect costs could reach as much as $ 8 to $36. “Major hazard safety is as much about management
decisions, as it is about front-line behaviour”, stressed Prior.

DCC PROCESS SAFETY
MANAGEMENT TRAINING SERIES
T H E R OLE OF EXECUT I V E S I N M ANAG I NG RI S K S
Recent incidents at BP’s Texas City Refinery and Deepwater Horizon have highlighted the importance of Process Safety Management (PSM) in preventing injuries, deaths, material damage and
environmental harm. These incidents have had tremendous financial implications for the companies involved – the BP Gulf rigging incident, for example, resulted in $20 billion financial losses,
and a 50% decline in the company’s market capitalisation.

The DCC will host the second stream of PSM training in early 2018. This training will be more
intensive (2.5-day workshop), and will provide in-depth practical sessions to capacitate front-line
staff (process leaders, supervisors and operators) to implement an effective PSM system. Thereafter, front-line staff will develop project plans to improve PSM implementation on return to their
firms. Participants will then be encouraged to share their learnings and thereby re-invigorate
implementation efforts.

Firms interested in becoming involved in the PSM training or wanting
further information are encouraged to contact the DCC facilitation team:
DCC@bmanalysts.com
031 764 6100

Often, boards and executives view their role in terms of health and safety, as one of oversight,
and only expect to become involved when a severe incident occurs. The recent conviction of former Massey Energy CEO, Don Blankenship, in relation to the deaths of 29 miners in West Virginia
in 2010, is a reminder that executives have a critical role to play in safety governance and leadership. Blankenship’s conviction illustrates that executives have more than an ethical obligation to
champion safety leadership, as failure to meet their obligations can result in significant legal and
financial consequences.
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DEMAND DRIVEN
MATERIAL
REQUIREMENTS
PLANNING
A S UP P LY CHAIN REV O LUTI O N
IS H AP P EN IN G – ARE Y O U B EING LE FT BEHIN D ?
Traditional business models in industrial sectors are encountering significant challenges, as a result of globallyintegrated disruptive forces. While local businesses attempt
to navigate this dynamic environment, they still encounter
mounting pressures in three main areas: limited growth
opportunities across the globe; rising costs; and evolving
consumer behaviour.
The DCC’s member companies, through the Operational
Excellence Programme and Technical Steering Committee,
cited a lack of local expertise in demand driven planning as
a risk to the competitiveness and sustainability of their businesses. Member companies, of all sizes and of most product
categories, have expressed their frustration at attempting
to manage and optimise ever more complex supply chains
and increasingly fragmented and unpredictable customer
demands.
Following this feedback from member companies, the DCC
explored the potential to host a series of Demand Driven
Planning workshops for member companies. The need to
practically implement Demand Driven Planning methodologies by member companies is in-line with two of the DCC’s
focus areas in support of the DCC’s 2020 growth objectives,
namely, ‘Value Chain Competitiveness’ (This focus area
requires an enhanced understanding of the local chemicals value chain linkages and associated opportunities for
enhancing the competitiveness of specific chemicals value
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chains) and ‘Competitive Logistics’ (Logistics costs contribute significantly to the overall cost of product supplied
by local “manufacturers”). One methodology proposed to
contribute to the reduction of logistics costs, is the evaluation of opportunities to enhance firm logistics practices
(i.e. internal focus) – demand driven planning has a direct
impact on internally-focussed logistics costs.
The DCC hosted a workshop with executives and supply
chain professionals from member firms on 30 November
2017, at the Premier Hotel Pinetown, with the primary
goal of sensitising DCC member companies to the importance of Demand Driven MRP methodologies for optimising their value chains. The workshop was facilitated by
Ken Titmuss, a national leader in supply chain optimisation. Delegates were introduced to the distinct advantages associated with implementing the Demand Driven
MRP methodology, most notably a significant improvement in customer service levels; a reduction in inventories of between 30-40%; and a tangible reduction in lead
times.
The DCC will host an intensive two-day Demand Driven
MRP training, in early 2018, which will cover 13 modules,
and will include an option for firm representatives to obtain a formal Demand Driven Institute accreditation, the
Demand Driven Planning Professional (DDPP) Certification.

For more information, or to participate
in the training, please contact the DCC
Facilitation Team: DCC@bmanalysts.com or
031 764 6100
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DCC SHEQ TOUR:				
BIDVEST TANK TERMINALS
A N INTEGRATED APPRO A CH TO S A F E TY 		
M ANAGEMEN T

Bidvest Tank Terminals (BTT), formerly Island View Storage, was established in 1953, and is an
independent bulk liquid storage operator for chemicals, gases, fats and oils, base oils and lube oil
additives in South Africa. BTT has roughly 730 000 m3 of storage capacity, with terminals in Durban, Richards Bay and Isando. BTT estimates that over three billion litres of product are handled
through these terminals every year.
BTT welcomed DCC members to a SHEQ tour of their facility in Island View. The DCC Business
Plan identifies compliance with safety, health and environmental compliance as a key focus area
in support of the DCC’s 2020 growth objectives. DCC SHEQ tours are an opportunity for member
firms to learn about SHEQ best practice, continuous improvement, and engage in peer learning,
to ensure the delivery of real insight and practical improvement opportunities.

Nirmal explained that BTT’s Island View and Maydon Wharf terminals have nine sites in the Port
of Durban, with a total storage capacity of 435 000m3 and stores mostly edible and inedible fats
and oils; chemicals; base oils; lube oil additives; and petroleum products. Unique features of this
site include the fact that products can be received and dispatched by ship, road vehicle, rail car,
drum and isotainer. Ships are serviced at four common berths, owned by the Port Authority.
Attendees were impressed with the size and extent of BTT’s operations and raised several questions about how BTT develops its SHEQ strategy and maintains a site of this magnitude. Nirmal
explained that the development and implementation of the BTT SHEQ strategy is a continuous
improvement process, with involvement from all levels of management and front-line staff. She
added that employee safety roadshows and incentives for employee’s Objectives, Targets and
Outcomes (OTOs) reviews have gone a long way to promote a safety culture. She added that BTT
makes use of permanent safety watchers, and has an advanced firefighting team on site at all
times.
Nirmal closed the session by explaining that BTT has adopted a greater focus on Process Safety
Management, due to the high severity of incidents and accidents associated with liquid bulk
storage.

BTT’s SHEQ Executive, Cathy Nirmal, explained to attendees that BTT adopts an Integrated Management System, and complies with the requirements of SANS 3000-1:2005; ISO 9001:2008; ISO
14001:2004; and OHSAS 18001:2007 standards. BTT subscribes to the Chemicals Distribution
Institute-Terminals (CDI-T) scheme, and are CDI-inspected.
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In a bid to better understand how member firms could leverage export opportunities, the DCC
hosted representatives from Trade and Investment KwaZulu-Natal (TIKZN) at a recent Investment
and Growth Technical Steering Committee (TSC). At the meeting held on 23 November 2017, at
the Premier Hotel Pinetown, member firms were informed about the mandate of TIKZN’s Export
Development and Promotion Unit (EDPU). The EDPU assists exporters, both emerging and experienced, via facilitating access to international markets. Some of the EDPU operational activities
include the facilitation of trade missions; the planning and organisation of trade exhibitions; the
implementation of export development training programmes; and responding to various exportrelated enquiries.
The recent development of the KZN Export Information Portal is particularly useful for exporters,
as it seeks to scientifically identify potential markets for local exporters. The Portal makes use of
several intricate databases, with appropriate filtering mechanisms, which provide an indication
of the likelihood of export opportunities, in international markets.

UNLOCKING EXPORT
OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOCAL
MANUFACTURERS
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF PRO V I NCI AL TRAD E
AND IN VESTMEN T A G E NCI E S ?
As per the DCC Business Plan, the Investment and Growth Programme seeks to facilitate investments in capital equipment and innovation, to enhance the competitiveness of firms and
facilitate growth. The programme seeks to support the growth of the local chemicals manufacturing sector, in both domestic and international markets.
Earlier this year, the DCC undertook a consultative process with members and key stakeholders. The primary goal of this process was to investigate the effectiveness of the 2015 – 2017
Business Plan and ensure that the DCC continues to deliver appropriate and high-value programmes to its members. The process involved several stakeholder consultations, including
industry workshops and one-on-one strategic meeting with executives from DCC member
firms. This process found that DCC members felt that the proximity of Durban’s chemical
manufacturing sector to export markets is a significant strength of the sector, whilst meaningful opportunities exist in the Sub-Saharan African market for local chemicals manufacturers.
The consensus from member companies is that export levels for the sector could most readily
be bolstered through a focus on specific markets, where South African companies, and especially those from Durban, have a clear competitive advantage.
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The Export Information Portal provides a host of information, which is of interest to exporters.
The Portal provides six general categories of information:
Event

Details

Tools

Several ‘searchable’ information databases, pertaining to a variety of
topics, such as product descriptions; HS Codes; airports; sea ports;
embassies and service providers

Funding

Information pertaining to funding and export assistance

Leads

Weekly trade opportunity bulletins, produced by the Department of
Trade and Industry

Intelligence

Multiple sources of market intelligence, including Export 101 guides;
monthly journals; INCO terms; export incentives; etc.

Regulations

Information pertaining to trade blocs; trade agreements

Stakeholders

Descriptions and contact information of export councils; industry
associations; embassies; joint action groups and support entities

Members may access the Export Information Portal with the following link
http://exportkzn.co.za/
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tory; greater levels of stock turnover; higher efficiencies; improved delivery performance; quicker
product development; greater customer satisfaction; improved employee morale and involvement; and improved supplier relations.
The programme began with value stream mapping exercise, which involved capacitating shop
floor workers to understand value streams within Sun Chemicals. Phase 2 involved 8 Waste training, with a focus on elimination of waste, and the Just Do It project template. Waste walks and
project definition were undertaken in Phase 3, whilst project commencement and implementation were undertaken in Phase 4. Finally, in Phase 5, teams completed their A3 project templates
and reviewed their findings.
On 15 November 2017, the DCC attended the Sun Chemical Lean Manufacturing Programme
Celebration, which saw participants present their results and findings to management.
Brian Corcoran, Operations Manager at Sun Chemicals, was extremely happy with the outcomes
of the programme, citing that at the inception of the intervention, he did not want his team to
implement lean interventions, just to complete a checklist. Rather, he expected that this programme will ‘kick-start’ the process, and embed a lean culture within the organisation.

SUN CHEMICAL LEAN
MANUFACTURING
PROGRAMME

The DCC handed-out “Committed to Lean” lapel badges to participants to commemorate the
successful completion of the programme. Corcoran was particularly impressed, not only with the
significant improvements in production efficiency, and reduction in costs, but with the personal
development he has seen in his team, “It’s about the growth of people, lean helps with this . . .,
the growth of people will translate into more engaged staff. Engagement is what will drive the
organisation forward”, Corcoran stated in his closing.

C OM MITTED TO LEA N

Sun Chemical, a member of the DCC, identified that they would like to foster a culture of lean
thinking and practices at their site in Prospecton. Prior to the intervention, the company had limited interventions in terms of 5S and 6 Sigma, but expressed an interest in involving all members
of the company, from top management to shop floor operators, in developing a culture of lean
manufacturing, in a bid to improve the success of lean interventions and foster the appropriate
culture within the organisation.
The DCC, assisted Sun Chemical to identify and support a relevant consultant, Jan Visagie, to rollout an eight-week intensive lean manufacturing programme at their site. Visagie’s main goal was
to illustrate how value flows through the business, and how the prevention and elimination of
waste can greatly improve the efficiency of production. It was expected that by adopting a lean
manufacturing approach, Sun Chemical could reap several rewards, including: quality performance (fewer defects and re-work); fewer capital and process breakdowns; lower levels of inven12 Durban Chemicals Cluster Oct - Dec 2017
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ETHEKWINI MUNICIPALITY
RENEWS SUPPORT FOR THE
DCC
The DCC is pleased to announce that eThekwini Municipality has renewed its support for the
Durban Chemicals Cluster for the period 2018 – 2010.
Since its establishment in 2008, the DCC has achieved considerable success in fostering industrial development and growth in the local chemicals manufacturing sector. This success would
not have been achieved without the support of eThekwini Municipality and this support is duly
acknowledged.

DURBAN CHEMICALS LEGAL
COMPLIANCE REGISTER
KNOW AND MEET YOUR FIRM’S LEGAL OBLIGATIONS
With legislation and legal requirements, and organisational dynamics changing constantly,
maintaining legal compliance may seem an impossible task. However, effective legal compliance is possible with comprehensive legal compliance registers at your fingertips. The Durban
Chemicals Cluster has compiled, for members only, comprehensive legal compliance registers for
national environmental legislation, health and safety legislation and also the eThekwini Municipality bylaw register. These registers assist firms with staying informed with SHEQ related legal
requirements. For any questions on the registers, you are welcome to contact the DCC at
DCC@bmanalysts.com.
Register now on our information portal to access the DCC National Environmental Compliance
Register, National Health and Safety Legislation Register and eThekwini Municipal Bylaws Compliance Register and all associated annexures:
ip.bmanalysts.com
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BECOME A MEMBER

ABOUT US
ABOUT THE DCC

We welcome membership
enquiries from chemical
manufacturing companies
with operations in KwaZuluNatal.

The Durban Chemicals Cluster (DCC) is a Public-Private Partnership between the eThekwini Municipality and local chemicals
firms that focuses on developing the competitiveness of the
chemicals manufacturing industry in KwaZulu-Natal. This not
for profit organisation is an industry driven initiative, drawing
on the leadership and expertise of individuals from a broad
range of member firms.
For more information on the Durban Chemicals Cluster please
visit www.durbanchemicalscluster.org.za.

ABOUT THE ETHEKWINI MUNICIPALITY

Funding for the DCC is overseen by the Economic Development Unit (EDU) of the eThekwini Municipality, which is mandated to promote economic development, job creation, economic transformation and economic intelligence within the
municipal region.
The EDU is guided by policies established by National and Provincial Government and articulates the approach to economic
development through the Municipality’s Integrated Development Plan (IDP) and an Economic Development Strategy (EDS)
from which all activities are guided by, but not restricted to,
as the Unit also responds to the broader challenges facing the
greater region by endorsing other initiatives such as the Millennium Development Goals.
For more information on the eThekwini Municipality please
visit www.durban.gov.za.

For further information please either call +27 (0) 31 764 6100 or
email the DCC dcc@bmanalysts.com

POWERED BY B&M ANALYSTS

Cluster facilitation services are provided by Benchmarking &
Manufacturing Analysts SA (Pty) Ltd (B&M Analysts), an organisation that provides specialised services to enhance sustainable industry development.
For more information on B&M Analysts please visit
www.bmanalysts.com.
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